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Abstract
The NASA InSight Mission will be launched in
March 2016 and will reach the surface of Mars
roughly nine months later in the Elysium Region.
One of the instruments on board is the HP³ Mole to
measure the planetary heat flow. For this purpose it
needs to penetrate five meters deep into the surface
of Mars and thus offers also the possibility to analyse
the soil properties. For the reconstruction of the soil
behaviour and also to predict the mole performance
and maximum reachable depth in advance, numerical
simulations are used. The simulation of the soil
during the hammering process of the HP³ Mole
requires a substantial numerical effort due to the local
high dynamics and large soil deformations that occur.
After comparing the capability of various simulation
methods (FEM, MPM and DEM) a discrete element
method (DEM) was chosen.

1. Introduction
The mechanical characterization of Martian soil is
not yet accurate and complete and has to be further
investigated to understand the processes and history
of the planet and also to get better information for
planning space missions in future. Until now the
mechanical properties of the soil are tried to be
captured indirectly by analysing the stability of
natural slopes which can be measured by images of
the surface of Mars and by measuring the imprint of
the wheels of the Mars Exploration Rovers. Due to
slope stability analyses it was obtained that the soil
behaves like cohesionless dry silts and sands [1]. The
studies of the imprint by the wheels of the Mars
Exploration Rovers provide an estimated stiffness of
the shallow surface on the Mars [2]. However, it
needs to be kept in mind that these results are not
very precise. Therefore, the penetration response of
the HP³ Mole will be a great opportunity to get a
better mechanical characterization of the Martian
soil. The mechanical soil behaviour as response due
to the mole penetration is very complex and cannot

be calculated in a closed form solution. Numerical
simulations are needed to reconstruct the material
properties from the penetration process. Also a first
prediction of the maximum reachable depth of the
Mole shall be done by simulations.

2. Numerical Simulation
The discrete element method is used to simulate the
dynamic penetration process of the HP³ Mole. In the
DEM the granular material is represented by a finite
amount of discrete spherical particles that interact
amongst themselves. The advantages of the DEM in
comparison to a FEM-based simulation software is
that the material is not implemented as a continuum
and therefore it is not required to provide a suitable
soil mechanical constitutive model. The mechanical
soil effects, like hardening and dilation, are captured
automatically by the structure of the particles and the
rearrangement of particles. The particle approach
allows local high dynamics and distortions inside the
soil.

2.1 Calibration of Materials
In order to be representative, the numerical properties
of the particles in the simulation need to be calibrated
against real soil behaviour. The calibration of
materials in DEM is quite different to continuum
based methods. In the DEM it is necessary to define
the micro-scale parameters of a single grain. This can
be done by comparing the soil response of macroscale laboratory experiments with numerical models.
The calibration of the material is done with four
different laboratory experiments:
•

Angle of repose experiments

•

Oedometer test

•

Triaxial compression test

•

Particles on an inclined plane

Here, the first th
hree experim
ments are ussed to
determ
mine the interp
particle soil beehaviour and the last
experim
ment is useed to determ
mine the friictional
parameeters between
n soil particles and the penettrator.

tthe mechaniccal soil behav
viour on Maars by backccalculations afterwards.
a
The DEM alloows insights
iinto the partiicle scale intteractions andd is able to
ssimulate high dynamics witthin the soil.

2.2 Dynamic
D
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one Penetra
ation
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The dynamic
d
conee penetration generates loc
cally a
high acceleration
a
off particles, which
w
will resu
ult in a
pressu
ure wave prop
pagation throu
ugh the soil. This
T
in
turn leeads to undeesirable wavee reflections at the
boundaries of the sspecimen. Wiith a large specimen
size th
hese reflection
ns could be av
voided, but th
his will
result in a large am
mount of particcles and thus a high
compu
utational efforrt. A promissing solution is the
usage of absorbent b
boundaries. This
T
has alread
dy been
done for
f some test ccases, and neeeds to be veriffied for
the dy
ynamic penettration case. The force profile,
p
represeenting the stroke of the mole internal hammer
h
mechaanism forcing the penetratorr, is approxim
mated as
half off a sine curvee with a certaain time interv
val and
magnittude. This profile has been taken
n from
calculaations of an o
one dimension
nal pile drive model
[3]. Fo
or the first asssumptions on the reachable
e depth,
a smaall chamber w
with absorben
nt sides and bottom
boundaries and a to
op plate with
h a defined mass,
m
to
approx
ximate the oveerburden presssure, has been
n used.
The reesulting acceleeration force on each partic
cle due
to the hammer strok
ke during pen
netration can be
b seen
in Figu
ure 1.
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Figuree 1: Simulation
n of a dynamiic cone penetrration
in DEM

6. Su
ummary a
and Concclusions
The prrogress data from the pen
netration of th
he HP³
Mole in the Maartian soil provide
p
an unique
opporttunity to deerive an acccurate mechanical
characcterization of the Martian soil at the landing
l
site. The simulation
n of the initiall penetration process
p
will provide
p
a firrst prediction
n of the ma
aximum
reachaable depth and
d gives a bettter understand
ding of
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